NAME

TRANSLATION

GENERIC

MOVEMENT / EARTHQUAKE / EARTH FORCE

GENERIC

THOUGHT

YUCATEC MAYA

KAB'AN

EARTH

QUICHE MAYA

NO'J

TO THINK / KNOWHOW / (INCENSE)

MIXTEC

QHI

QUAKE

NAHUATL (AZTEC)

OLLIN

MOVEMENT (ROCKING MOVEMENT or ROLLING MOTION)

ZAPOTEC

XOO

EARTHQUAKE

GLYPHIC REPRESENTATION
propagation of free-flowing thought in an active brain

GENERIC

MODERN

sinuous line

earthquake fault line (representing propagation of movement from the creative center)

circle series

ascending collective consciousness

cave with beehives hanging from the roof

MAYA

symbol for 'Earth'
sinuous line

lock of hair of the young Moon goddess, also Earth goddess (representing creative spirit)

sinuous line

burning incense (representing upward movement and evolution of thought)

circle series

movement of the sun ?

MAYA VARIANT

face of the young Moon goddess, also Earth goddess (representing creative spirit)

AZTEC

entwined bows forming eye in the center, maybe representing the sun on the horizon:
Ollin symbol (symbolizing motion, rocking movement, earthquake - the creative center - and associated with the sun)

MIXTEC

spin wheel-like symbol for 'Earth'

ZAPOTEC

spin wheel-like symbol for 'Earth'

CORRESPONDENCE
DIRECTION

EAST

ELEMENT

EARTH

MORPHOTYPE

sinuous line / cell

COLOR

bright dark pink (fuschia)

HARMONY

tone

NATURE

earthquake

ANIMAL, PLANT & MINERAL KINGDOM

__

HUMAN PHYSICAL BODY

brain / [heartbeat]

PLANETS & WESTERN ZODIAC

Uranus (Aquarius) / Mercury (Gemini) / Mars (Aries)

ESSENCE
Pulsating Rhythm of the Universe / Heartbeat (as Pulse of Consciousness)
perpetual activity of the universe, the dance of matter, space dancing with itself / living energy in motion that creates the shapes of our world
Movement (as the dance of relative motion we are all engaged in - essence of Life) / Vibration manifesting as Movement
Upsurging Motion, Dynamic Impulse (leading to Emergence) [see also IMIX, MULUK]
Catalytic Animating Energy / pulsation toward new directions [see also IK']

Teyolia (soul state and animating principle) residing in the heart - gives shape to a person's sensibilities and thinking patterns [see also IK']
that which manifest as Surging Motion of the Blood, directing actions & giving shape to thoughts)

Awakened Consciousness [see also MULUK]
Spark of Creative Thought that brings all things into being
Movement of Intelligence Within the Mind / Thought Process [see also IK']
highest potential of the mind, individual & collective

Earth force (as Creative Spirit lying inherent in the Earth)
Evolutionary Forward Movement / potential, ability & evolution of the human mind

Power of Intelligent Synchronization
access point to our alignment as human beings with Earth & cosmic forces / Universal Cosmic Mind and its connection with human thought
Fluid World Resonance [see also LAMAT, EB]

MANIFESTATION
vibration, oscillation / animation / movement as dynamic motion
resonance (congruent mutual response elicited in bodies of similar structure & frequency) [see also LAMAT, EB]
quantum or non-causal events / synchronization, the timing of movement (e.g. in music, dance, sport, navigation, ...) / right timing
synchronized movement of matter, microscopic or macroscopic, its rhythms & cycles [see also MULUK]
(e.g. movement of the sun, phases of the moon, cycling of electrons around a nucleus, planetary orbits, calendar cycles, ...) [see also MULUK]

mental evolution / new growth out of old ways of thinking / visionary ideas
genius / innovation, born of an inspired mind / intelligence, mental ability, mental brilliance [see also IK']
cerebral or conceptual thinking / theoretical thinking leading to practical applications
intense thought process, mental activity / stream of thought / articulated oratory speech (leading to action) [see also IK']
mental clarity vs confusion / problem solving and resolution / conclusions
stress, confusion, headache, mental overwhelm (and resulting need for mental clearing)

tracking of signs & clues [see also MULUK, OK, KIB]
synchronicity (simultaneous occurrence of non-causally linked events connected by impact & meaning)
synergy (as collective expression of individual harmony, the combination of different parts into a unified pattern)

ecology as relationship & interdependence between lifeforms and environment / environmental movement and related issues [see also KAWAK]
evolution of Gaia & humankind
globalization / global world issues / human rights

forward movement leading to paradigm shift & transition
progressive evolutionary understanding of life on Earth / geology (as study of the processes of change undergone by solid Earth) and in particular plate tectonics
progressive and at times radical & controversial views (leading to changes that may be resisted if tradition and conservative attitudes are threatened)
new paradigm vs unstable development

mediation & negotiation (as the harmonization of opposite directions or ideas)

shake-ups / destabilization / reform / boundary shift [see also IK']
seismic activity

SHADOW
feeling overwhelmed by global issues
resistance to change & evolution
(not letting go of the outdated, not welcoming or embracing changes brought about by a new paradigm) [see also AK'BAL, BEN]

exclusive focus on the past & future (keeping one from experiencing the present moment)

non-identification with earthly existence & the people of Earth / disassociation [see also MEN]

feeling out of synch with the world around / inattention to signs
overinterpretation of signs, symbols, dreams & visions (leading to loss of meaning) / tendency to make every experience universally significant
trapping in unnecessary thought patterns [see also IK'] / jumping to conclusions

ASSOCIATION
PATRON

Xolotl (aspect of Tezcatlipoca - dark twin of Quetzalcoatl - Lord of the Evening Star):
monstrous deformed dog-headed god who brings humankind and fire from the underworld [Aztec] [see also AK'BAL, OK, BEN, IX, MEN, ETZ'NAB]

CONCEPT

Teyolia (soul state and animating principle) residing in the heart - gives shape to a person's sensibilities and thinking patterns [Aztec] [see also IK']

PHENOMENA

earthquake (as movement of the Earth) [see also AK'BAL]

OTHER

copal incense (Brains of Heaven) [see also KIB]

HUMAN

heart (as place of centeredness, seat of heartbeat) [see also BEN]

CONCEPT

Word of God [see also IK']

